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SWW members are invited to submit articles and information
to the Sage and to the SWW website. Acceptance and printing is at the discretion of the editor. Contact Rose Kern at
swwsage@swcp.com with proposals for new articles.

SWW Meeting Place Changing
After 30 years SWW is changing our meeting
space. The need to change has come about due to
changes in policy at New Life, and to be frank we
need a larger space!
Board member Sam Moorman investigated options available to us and introduced the board to a
welcoming and lovely environment located at the
Center for Spiritual Living. More information
and pictures are located on page 20

Make a note!
The November 3rd meeting will be at the Albuquerque Center for Spiritual Living on Louisiana half a block north of Menaul.

Storyteller Kindle Book Free for 5 days!
The Storytellers Anthology which was released
several years ago is now in e-book form. For
JUST 5 DAYS you can download it FREE from
Amazon. This SWW perk allows you to enjoy
works by fellow members.
PLEASE LEAVE A REVIEW! (Pr efer ably a
good one...but anything helps.) This helps SWW
make money off the book once the initial giveaway is over.
SouthWestWriters.com *

The President’s Corner

by Sarah H. Baker

The Writing Journey
As I’ve mentioned before, I started into this writing gig without a clue as to what I was doing. And
I had no idea what I was getting into. I certainly knew nothing about the business side of writing.
But after several years of stumbling, getting frustrated, and nearly quitting, I was fortunate enough
to find mentors. My greatest desire these days is to help others shorten that maddening path to
understanding. After all, there’s nothing as wonderful as seeing your first book on a bookshelf
somewhere, except maybe receiving that first piece of fan mail thanking you for making someone’s life a little better
with your book.
The truth is, when faced with something completely new, you don’t know what you don’t know, and have no idea who
to ask about it, no matter how smart you are. At least, that’s how it was for me. (I have a story about my sister and
reindeer that illustrates this point, but I’ll save it for another time.) Once I discovered the questions, enlightenment
followed.
SouthWest Writers will be offering a full day conference this month—on October 20th—about the secrets to getting
published. Rob Spiegel and I will share what we’ve learned over many years of getting our work out into the world. I
hope you’ll join us. It’ll be interactive, so bring your questions.
I also had a chance to present workshops at the Rocky Mountain Fiction Writers’ Gold Conference in Denver a few
weeks ago. They host a magnificent three-day event. I encourage you to look beyond the boundaries of our state for
opportunities to gather information that will help you on your writing journey, and to network with fellow travelers.
After ten years of being published, I found my agent at a small conference in West Texas a decade or so back. You
never know who you’ll meet or what you’ll discover.
If you’ve already conquered the publishing mountain, I encourage you to sign up to host a workshop or a class through
SouthWest Writers. I’ve benefited from every class I’ve taught and workshop I’ve conducted by learning (or relearning) something from the participants. And then there’s the whole karma thing…
I look forward to seeing many of you at the conference, and I always enjoy seeing you at the meetings. Happy writing!

SWW is on YouTube!
SouthWest Sage Advertising Rates




Have you ever missed a SouthWest Writers meeting you wanted to
attend?
Do you ever wish you could go back and listen to your favorite
speaker again?
Are you a devoted member who just can’t make it to Albuquerque twice a month?

If you’ve said yes to any of the above, you’ll be happy to hear that we record
many of our meetings and put them on YouTube for you to enjoy—for free!
Go online to the YouTube homepage (www.youtube.com). Once you’re there,
go to the search box at the top and type in “SouthWest Writers.” You’ll get a
page with search results, some of which will be recordings of past meetings, and
one of which will be the channel itself. The channel will have the SWW pen
logo. Click on that, and you’ll get to the
SouthWest Writers YouTube homepage!
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The Sage has Worldwide Internet Circulation
The SWW website receives thousands of page
requests every month.
Business card size: $20
1/4 page, vertical: $40
1/3 page, horizontal: $50
1/2 page horizontal $75
15% discount for 3 mos.
20% discount for 6
mos.
Deadline: 15th of each month for the following month.
Payment due with camera-ready ad copy in .jpg
format.

Membership Elects 2019 Executive Board
The executive board of directors were elected by proclamation at the annual
meeting on Saturday, October 6th. These four form the core of the 2019 board and
will officially take office in January of 2019.
Between now and then, the President Elect, Rose Marie Kern, will seek out qualified individuals to fill the remaining positions. Her agenda calls for every board
member to be Chairperson of a SWW committee. Look for an article stating the
goals of the 2019 board in the next edition of the Sage!

President
Rose Marie Kern

Vice-President
Kimberly Rose

Treasurer
Kent Langsteiner

Secretary
Pat Walkow

Before I Die New Mexico Festival
Celebrates Life and Death
Death almost always seems to be a surprise, and
that’s why most people are woefully unprepared
when it happens. The Before I Die New Mexico
Festival, taking place Tuesday, October 30 to Sunday, November 4, 2018, in Albuquer que, Santa
Fe and Belen, will help people plan ahead for their
100% guaranteed mortality with 31 death-friendly
events.
Festival attendees can enter a drawing to win a
pair of burial plots at La Puerta Natural Burial
Ground and other prizes. “The first thing people
need to remember is that talking about death and planning ahead won’t kill you,” said Rubin. “Collecting important personal information and expressing a disposition preference will make it easier for your loved ones to take the next steps
that require a bit more effort.”
The Festival events will take place at multiple locations in Albuquerque and Santa Fe. There will be field trips to La Puerta Natural
Burial Ground near Belen, New Mexico’s first Green Burial Council-certified cemetery and a tour of the Office of the Medical Investigator. Most events are free or low cost . The full schedule of events is available online at www.BeforeIDieNM.com and

through the mobile event app, Whova. Download Whova from your favorite app store and register for the Before I Die
NM Festival with the password newmexico.
SouthWestWriters.com * 3

*Cost covers conference attendance, lunch, and morn-

T H E S E C R E T S T O G E TingT and
ING
P U Bsnacks,
L I S HasE well
D as handouts.
afternoon
CONFERENCE
for fiction, non-fiction, and everything else!

A SouthWest Writers One-day Conference being held Saturday, October 20, 2018 in the
SouthWest Writers Offices- 3200 Carlisle Blvd
NE, Suite 114 Albuquerque, NM 87110

Whether you write books, articles or short stories there are hints and handy tips to achieving
your dream of having someone accept your
work for publication. Come and join Sarah
and Rob as they bring the process into the
light.

AGENDA
8:30 am – Registration begins
9:00 – 9:50 – Getting ready to submit and finding
markets for fiction (Sarah Baker)
10:00 – 10:50 – Getting ready to submit and finding
markets for non-fiction and everything else (Rob
Spiegel)
11:00 – 11:50 – Submission materials and process
for fiction (Sarah)
11:50 – 12:30 – LUNCH (box lunch included in conference cost)
12:30 – 1:20 – Submission material and process for
non-fiction and everything else (Rob)
1:30 – 2:20 – Working with editors and agents, and
promoting fiction (Sarah)
2:30 – 3:20 – Working with editors and agents, and
promoting non-fiction and everything else (Rob)
3:30 – 4:30 – Issues around getting and being published; Q&A (Sarah and Rob)
*****

Speakers
Writing fiction as S. H. Baker,
Sarah Storme, and Lydia
Parks, Sarah Baker is the author of more than 20 published
novels, a dozen novellas, and
several short stories. Sarah’s
publishers range from Kensington and Harlequin to small presses, one of which
she worked for as an acquiring editor. Sarah teaches for Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of New Mexico and for UNM’s Continuing
Education program, and is currently the President
of Southwest Writers. More than anything else, she
enjoys sharing her experience with other writers.
*****
Rob Spiegel has been writing
for 40 years. He makes his living as a journalist, serving as
senior editor for Design News,
an international trade magazine.
He has published fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and drama. He’s
the author of six books with major publishers such as St. Martin’s Press.
Rob has taught writing at UNM, CNM, Osher, and
at writing conferences across the country. His blogging class at Osher is one of his most popular. For
10 years, he owned a magazine (Chile Pepper)
and a book publishing company. He blogs on cybersecurity, robotics, spirituality, and theatre. His
individual posts have reached as many as 150,000
readers.

Early bird special through September 30th:
$59 for SWW members, $79 for non-member
After September 30th:
$79 for SWW members, $99 for non-members
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You can register for this event on the SWW website
or at any SWW meeting.

WRITING FOR MAGAZINES:
BAGGING YOUR FIRST MAGAZINE ASSIGNMENT
Saturday, October 13, 2018 9am-noon
Saturday, October 27, 2018 9am-noon
Instructor: Melody Groves
Where: SWW office: 3200 Carlisle NE, suite #114
Cost: $79 SWW members; $84 Osher; $89 nonmembers
Register at the SWW meetings or call the
SWW office @ (505) 830-6034 (M-Th 9-12)

Thanks to the invention of the Internet, the opportunity to write for magazines is almost endless.
With over 9,000 magazines published yearly, in
addition to those online, the world is your oyster.
But, there are tricks to bagging an assignment.

So if you’ve got a good idea but don’t know where to go or how to start, look no more.
This class is for you.
In six hours we’ll cover:
✓ finding your story,
✓ finding the market,
✓ tweaking the same idea for different magazines,
✓ writing a query that sells,
✓ photo requirements,
✓ approaching an editor. And that’s just for starters.
Instructor Biography:
Eight-time award-winner Melody Groves is the author of six historical fiction novels, three
non-fiction books. Her dozens of magazine articles appear in Wild West, True West, New Mexico Magazine, Enchantment Magazine and many more. Past-president of SouthWest Writers,
she’s also a member of Western Writers of America. And when not writing, she plays rhythm
guitar (and tambourine) in the Jammy Time Band.
Questions? melodygroves@comcast.net

SouthWestWriters.com * 5

October Meeting Speakers
Saturday, October 6th 10am-Noon

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16 7-9PM

CUT IT OUT!

Zen and the Art of Writing

EDITING MAKES IT BETTER!

By Gerald Hausman

With Rose Marie
Kern

The talk will concentrate on
one’s natural voice, rather
than one imposed by subject
matter or one’s inclination to
develop a personal style.

You've sweated and slaved
getting your story or article
completed. Now it's time
to relax, right?

In Zen practice it is said that
“one must seek the face one
had before birth.” In writing,
the same question may be
raised. What is the way you
spoke and wrote before you
became proficient at doing these things. That is to say,
before you were taught in school. As a former high
school writing teacher as well as a writer in residence
at colleges and conferences, I have always been surprised and pleased at how quickly writers find and use
their natural voice, one that is often overlooked in the
attempt to develop style.

There is NO professional author who assumes their
thoughts are golden from the time the words fly from
imagination to print. Editing your work is one of the
toughest jobs an author undertakes - sometimes it is like
severing a part of your soul - but it needs to be done. A
block of marble may be very pretty, but the Pieta only
became a work of art after Michelangelo chipped away
the unnecessary slivers.

This presentation will be followed up by a Workshop
after the meeting on Spontaneous Writing. See Workshop Page for more information

During this presentation Rose will go over some of the
basics of editing every author should use prior to printing or publishing. This includes but is not limited to:

Gerald Hausman spent mor e than twenty year s in
New Mexico where many of his American Indian stories were collected and published. Born in Baltimore,
Maryland in 1945, Hausman is a professional storyteller. He was poet in residence at Connecticut State
College as well as the City of Pittsfield, Massachusetts. He taught writing at The Windsor Mountain
School and Santa Fe Preparatory. Two of his children's books were made into animated films, one of
them sponsored by Bill and Melinda Gates and Pixar,
the other by History Channel. A number of his books
for adults and children have been translated into 10
foreign languages. He, his wife Loretta and author
Alice Carney teach at the Green River Writers program in Las Vegas, New Mexico.
www.geraldhausman.com
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NOT!

Correcting spelling and punctuation
Editing for overall length
Editing Content
Editing to speed up the action in the story
Editing to meet the needs of a publisher

Rose Marie Kern has over 630 ar ticles, 5 shor t stories, and 4 books published. She has built and presented
dozens of training presentations for pilots, environmentalists, gardeners and solar enthusiasts. As well as editing the SouthWest Sage, she has been an editor for
Lockheed Martin's Flight Service QA division and was
on a team which edited FAA documents governing Air
Traffic Control.

Speakers for Upcoming SWW Meetings
Saturday, Nov 3 10am-noon
Laura Mixon
Topic TBD
Tuesday, Nov. 20 7pm-9pm
Patricia Smith Wood
Permission to Write

Ways to Bliss
Weekends when
we skip to a dance
or sip a hip trance
the desert coot

Saturday, Dec 1 10am-noon
Betsy Moffett
Writing Down Family Stories

drags his bag

For More information on these presentations go to
www.southwestwriters.com and look for the
meetings page.

stuffs a pack

from its rack

with food and tent
pays the rent

FREE to SWW Members!

then dons worn boots
and tramps to camp
in wilderness

By Sam Moorman

Save the date:!
November 5th,
5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

The Storyteller’s Anthology is now an e-book. For
5 days only you can download a copy free of
charge from Amazon. We encourage all members
to own this SWW publication. After you’ve perused the text, please take the time to leave a review on Amazon!
Be sure to search SouthWest Writers Storyteller to
be connected to the correct book on Amazon!

National Parks Arts Foundation
and SouthWest Writers are cosponsoring an event at the North
Domingo Baca Multigenerational
Center. Artists-in Residence at National Parks and SWW members
will be reading. Please plan to join
us for this free event!
SouthWestWriters.com * 7

Upcoming workshops
These workshops take place after the
regular Saturday meetings from
12:30pm to 2:30pm.
November 3rd
Fueling Fantastic Fiction with
Folklore

Presented by
Benjamin Radford

December 1st
Betsy Moffett
Spinning Family
Stories
Into Gold
More information about the workshops and speakers
is available on the SWW Website Workshops page.
All workshops cost $20 for SWW members, $25 for
OSHER members and $30 for non-members.
Workshop & Class Refund Policy
Full refund if cancellation is received more than 7 days
before class. From one week out to 24 hours before
class, participant is entitled to select another class. Inside of 24 hours, participant receives no refund for the
class. For multi-session classes, if you miss a class, you
receive no refund. We pay our instructors based on how
many students enroll, so you are part of that roll count
if you don’t cancel as detailed above.

Help Support
SouthWest Writers
SWW receives a commission on
books ordered via the SWW website’s link to Amazon.
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October Workshop after the Saturday Meeting

Gerald Hausman
SPONTANEOUS
WRITING

The workshop will explore the
following writing techniques:



Using the style of the best
mystery stories, we will shape a series of beginnings
and endings that rivet a reader’s attention.
 How to write a successful three line short story.
How to write a one-line short story.
 How to shape voice in such a way that whether
you are writing in first person, second person or third
person, your style remains the same.
 How to write naturally in present tense, past
tense, and future tense.
 How to write an unconventional outline that
works.
Gerald Hausman spent more than twenty years in
New Mexico where many of his American Indian stories were collected and published. Born in Baltimore,
Maryland in 1945, Hausman is a professional storyteller. He was poet in residence at Connecticut State
College as well as the City of Pittsfield, Massachusetts. He taught writing at The Windsor Mountain
School and Santa Fe Preparatory. Two of his children’s books were made into animated films, one of
them sponsored by Bill and Melinda Gates and Pixar, the other by History Channel. A number of his
books for adults and children have been translated
into 10 foreign languages. In addition to his own writing Gerald is the editor of award-winning nonfiction
and fiction titles published by Overlook-Viking, Simon
& Schuster, HarperCollins, Dutton, Persea, Houghton Mifflin and others. He, his wife Loretta and author
Alice Carney teach at the Green River Writers program in Las Vegas, New Mexico. The Hausmans edit
for Irie Books which is dedicated to discovering new
talent in literature. They have moved back to Santa
Fe after many years of touring and doing workshops.
www.geraldhausman.com

WEEVIL
By Stan Rhine

I think I want to, but I really love Sam. What,

oh, what should I do?"
Her mother looked at Portia in surprise.
"Do?" she said, "Tall handsome, well-placed

Deep in the cotton fields of the south lived a

and personable Timothy Weevil has asked you

family of boll weevils. Dad, Mom and the six kids

to marry him, but you love that ugly little

all lived happily, well-nourished and content. Except

Sam?"

for the eldest daughter, Portia.
Portia, well into her adolescence, had developed

"Yes, that's it," Portia cried. "Oh, what
shall I do?"

into quite a stunner. Her favor was sought by young

"There is really only one thing to do," her

gentlemen boll weevils from far and wide. With the

mother said firmly. "You must marry short,

confidence born of popularity, she rejected the ad-

stubby Sam. After all, he is the lesser of two

vances of many of them without as much as a sec-

weevils."

ond thought. She dated others only long enough to
share a drink at the soda fountain, or to see a movie.
Few of them lasted longer than a couple of weeks.
Now she found herself in a dilemma. She had become very fond of Tim Weevil, a tall, handsome fellow with dark, wavy hair, a warm, outgoing personality and excellent future prospects in his parents'
business. They would make a perfect couple—and
both of them knew it.
However, she also found her affections being
pulled in the opposite direction by Sam Weevil, a
short, rather plain, often tongue-tied chap, not the
sort you would expect to see in the company of the
graceful and gorgeous Portia. Nonetheless, she was
clearly very fond of him and had often thought of
marrying him.
Finally, one day, as she was clearing the supper
dishes from the table, she could contain her quanda-

Want to Write a Memoir?
SWW hosts a memoir writing group which meets at the
North Domingo Baca multigenerational center on Carmel (just north of Paseo del Norte and West of Wyoming) on Wednesday evenings from 6:30 to 8:00 pm.
This is a SWW program and it is free of charge to anyone who wants to attend. For more information contact
Gabriella Savarese

savaresegabriella@gmail.com

ry no longer. Tugging at her mother's apron, she
plaintively asked, "Tim has asked me to marry him.
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Day of the Dead
By Patricia Walkow

November 2nd
A wrapped caramel candy was missing from the
plate I left on the counter the previous night.
“Which of you two troublemakers jumped up here
and stole a piece of candy?” I demanded of my two
cats.
Getting no response from them, I noticed something
on the floor. At the base of the counter was a rolled-up
piece of cellophane, like a tube. I picked it up and
opened it.
The smudged inner side of the crinkly cellophane
tube was sticky from caramel residue.
***
The first two days of November every year are celebrated as “The Day of the Dead” in the American
Southwest. It’s an annual tradition from Mexico,
evolved from pre-Columbian rituals. Día de los Muertos activities honor the dead and keep them alive in the
hearts of their relatives and friends.
Children who died are celebrated on November 1
and deceased adults are honored on November 2. People go to cemeteries to be close to the souls of the departed. Whether simple or elaborate, altar displays, ofrendas, are erected. They contain photos, memorabilia,
and favorite foods of the deceased. The living petition
the spirits of the dead to hear their prayers and intercede for them with the Almighty. The celebrations can
be humorous, with the dead one sometimes being
“roasted” by the living. Decorations include skulls,
10 * SOUTHWEST SAGE * October 2018

skeletons, ginger-toned marigolds, and anything the celebrants think represents their loved one. Macabre, to some,
but not in New Mexico where Dia de los Muertos contributes colorful vibrancy, both joyful and reverential, to life.
My brother was only fifty-four when he died. I think
of him almost every day, of the adventures we shared as
children, of the different paths we paved for our lives. His
ashes reside in Florida.
I had purchased a melamine plate shaped like the front
part of a skull—all eye sockets and teeth. It was painted
red, black, and golden-yellow on a background of white,
accented with the orange marigolds.
The previous night I gathered a set of offerings—
reminders of his life and interests. Allan loved electronics, cats, cigarettes, UFOs, and caramels. When I flew
back east to visit him before he died, his wife showed me
the powder room he created with colored translucent glass
arranged in a flowing mosaic pattern of blues, greens,
golds, and yellows. I didn’t know Allan was an artist.
Looking at the skull-shaped plate, I spoke aloud,
“Allan, here is a circuit board from an old cell phone. I
won’t put a cigarette on your tray. I think it contributed to
your death. Instead, here is a tiny rolled-up piece of white
paper. I’ve included a Christmas ornament—a Klingon
Bird-of-Prey spaceship. I know you were very into UFOs.
Here are tiny glass tiles. You made magical designs with
them. You were so talented! Allan, I often wear the silver
heart pendant you gave me. I placed a red enamel heart on
your plate. It is suspended beneath two gold wings, as
though they are flying away with the heart. It’s a reminder
of both the damaged heart that killed you and the hearts
that broke when you died.”
I continued gathering reminders of Allan. “See this
little statue of a cat? I know you loved your two cats as
much as I love mine. Here are some caramels wrapped in
cellophane. Remember when we would eat them as kids
and wonder if they would pull our teeth out?”
After my one-sided conversation, I arranged the items
on the plate and left them on the kitchen counter overnight.
I had not expected the cats to jump on the counter and
was surprised to see items on the floor in the morning.
***
After I picked up the candy wrapper, I continued to
admonish my cats for their behavior. For the remainder of
the day, I went about my mundane chores, but a question
lingered: Why was the cellophane rolled like a tube?
My husband was out of town on business. Besides, he
doesn’t eat caramels.
And where was the cube-shaped caramel? Surely, the
cats didn’t eat it. Maybe they slammed it under a piece of
furniture.
When I returned home, I searched under the sofa, the
recliner, the dining room, the bed. No caramel any-

where. In the kitchen, I noticed another caramel was
missing and a new cylinder of cellophane was on
the floor. That’s od d .
“OK, you two imps, leave the stuff on this plate
alone!” I ordered. Sprawled in feline ennui in their favorite spots, they ignored me. I placed the skull tray inside a
deep rectangular baking dish. November 2nd would last a
few more hours, and I wanted to keep Allan’s shrine active until I went to bed.
As I ate dinner early in the evening, the younger cat
jumped up on the counter, against all the rules. She did
not go near the ofrenda. Instead, as she approached it, she
stopped with her right front paw in mid-air, fuzzed-up
like a Halloween cat, and dashed from the kitchen.
“You are such a fraidy cat,” I teased.
I offered the older cat some chicken on the floor right
below the counter space where Allan’s offering was displayed. The cat skulked over to the chicken, crouched
down, gave a low, guttural growl, and backed away.
“What has gotten into you cats?”
Laughing, I spoke to Allan, “They don’t know how
much you loved cats. Forgive them.”
I picked up the offering tray, sniffed it for any weird
aromas, and put it down. I unwrapped a caramel and ate
it. My cellophane was crumpled...not rolled. How did
those two wrappers curl into tubes?
After taking a bath and talking to my husband on the
phone, I went to bed. The two cats claimed their usual
spots on the mattress.
About 3 a.m., I heard a commotion with the cats chasing after each other, snarling, then galloping toward the
kitchen. I heard a clatter and trudged, half-awake, to find
the contents of Allan’s dish scattered on the kitchen floor.
I picked everything up, rearranged the items on the dish,
and went back to bed.

“Come on, kitties, let me get my sleep.”
The alarm sounded at 7:00 a.m. I got up, fluffed
my pillow, made the bed, then showered. The cats sat
outside the shower, as they always did. But they disappeared within a minute.
What has gotten into you two?
After I dressed, I returned to the bedroom.
I made a dead stop and the hairs on the back of my
neck prickled.
“Allan!” I gasped.
There, arranged neatly on my pillow, was a caramel nestled between the two golden wings attached to
my red enamel heart.


****


Patricia Walkow is an awar d-winning author of
short stories as well as newspaper and magazine articles. A recent biography, The W ar W ithin, the Story
of Josef, won both national and international competitions. Her work has been published in at least a dozen
anthologies, both online and in print. She is a member
of the Corrales Writing Group
and former editor of Corrales
MainStreet News. She resides in
Corrales, New Mexico with her
husband, two cats, and a dog,
She enjoys traveling, gardening,
tending to her koi pond, and, of
course, writing.

SouthWest Writers Meetings
Visitor/Guest Policy
SWW encourages new people to come and look over our award winning writers’
association. However, since it is our membership dues that pay for the outstanding speakers, we
request that visitors or guests limit their attendance to no more than three meetings, after which we
hope they will choose to join the organization.
Visitors are requested to sign in with name, email and/or phone number and wear a name tag.
They will be invited to stand, introduce themselves and tell what kind of writing they do so that other writers in that genre can network with them during breaks in the meeting.
The “Successes and Announcements” made at our meetings are limited to SWW members.
As always, we encourage visitors to join SWW – a bargain at only $80 per year.

SouthWestWriters.com * 11

NIGHT TERRORS
Chill night, the infant whimpers
In the cradle’s cold clutch
Whoosh! the witch’s wonky eyes
Jangle jive a fulsome fear
Rousing bleary bedlam beasts
Winding through the woodlands’ waste
As shamans shiver, beseeching dawn
For gracious gods to grant their prayers,
Erase the blight, so lucent light
Alights on vales till all shines bright

By Linda Yen

November Writing Challenge

A Travel Memoir
Write about something odd, funny, strange
or wonderful that happened to you once
when you were traveling away from home.
.

Want to add a byline to your portfolio? We welcome
submissions focusing on all aspects of researching,
writing, and publishing in any genre. See past issues
of SouthWest Sage for the types of articles we publish.
You have three ways of possibly being included:
 Write an article for the Sage related to the craft of
writing, getting published, etc...
 Enter stories, poems, or articles inspired by the
monthly writing challenges announced in each
Sage.
 Send in a short story/poem/essay of your own - on
any topic. (inclusion in the Sage is subject to the
discretion of the editor)
 Enter artwork/photographs related to writing in general or accompanying your stories.

New Book Table Policy
At each of our meetings, a table is provided where
members may display their books for purchase. Melody Groves and Rose Kern have volunteered to sit at
the table and accept payment for books sold.
Following the meetings, when authors go to the table
to retrieve their unsold books, Melody and Rose will
pay them for all of their books that were sold. Cash
or check only. No credit cards unless you can take
them yourself.
If you would like to be a book table volunteer, please
talk to Melody or Rose .
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Payment is in bylines and clips. Deadline is the 15th
of the month prior to the next issue. Article lengths
from 300-1000 words. Submissions may be edited
for accuracy, readability and length.
Please send all submissions as either standard text
in an email or in a Word document with Times New
Roman or Calibri font in 12pt. size. Do not get fancy
with formatting or fonts—the more difficult it is for
me to set it into the newsletter, the less likely I am to
print it.
Send questions or submissions to Rose Kern, SouthWest Sage Editor, swwsageswcp.com.

Avoid Common Characterization Pitfalls
By Kirt Hickman
So you’ve fleshed out your characters. You’ve given
them flaws as well as virtues, internal struggles and external conflict, past lives and prior relationships. In
short, they’ve become real people with real goals, real
motivations, real relationships, and real emotions. Great!
Now go back and make sure you've avoided the following characterization pitfalls:
CHARACTERS THAT ARE TOO
SIMILAR
Make sure each character's personality is different
from that of every other character. You don't want all
your characters to behave in the same way or talk like
one another. They're people, not automatons. If each is
like the others, none will seem real. And if your characters don't seem real, your reader won't care about what
happens to them.
THE WEAK-WILLED HERO
It's hard for your reader to relate to a wimp or a pushover. If your hero doesn't care enough about his cause to
assert himself to achieve it, why should the reader care
enough to read about it?
Make your hero a doer, not a watcher. If he just stands
by while somebody else solves his problems and overcomes his obstacles for him, he's not much of a hero.
Your reader wants a hero who rises to the challenge,
faces his problems head-on, overcomes adversity, and
either achieves his goal or becomes ennobled by his effort to do so. Put your hero in the driver's seat, literally
and figuratively, at every opportunity.
CLICHED CHARACTER TRAITS

Go back though your list of traits for each character.
Have you created a dumb blond, a mad scientist, a brutish albino hit man, a crooked sheriff, or any one of dozens of character types that have been done to death in
books and movies? Take your dumb blond and make her
not dumb, or not a blond, or maybe not a her. Make your
mad scientist not mad or not a scientist, maybe make
him brilliant but deeply flawed in some other way.
Consider a western with a stereotypical crooked sheriff. He owns the town, rules by fear, accepts bribes from
criminal elements, and has the judge in his back pocket.
Yuck! Too clichéd! When I find a clichéd character in

my own writing, I play "What if…" or "Suppose…"
These words help me brainstorm ideas to twist my character until he no longer feels clichéd.
For example, suppose the sheriff is a woman. Suppose
she’s corrupt in actions, but not in motivation. Suppose
she was made sheriff by her father, a powerful and corrupt politician, who pulls her strings by threatening her
and her children. Suppose she must find a way to overthrow her father’s influence in order to free herself from
his web of corruption. You see how it works.
More subtly, do you have an otherwise-original character who exhibits a single trait that's a cliché for his character type? The brutish hit man who happens to be albino
might fall into this category. Albinos are certainly rare,
but in literature and movies, they almost always appear as
brutish villains. Move this trait to a sophisticated good
guy, maybe even the hero. How might that affect his life,
the way people treat him, or his opportunities for social,
political, or economic advancement? Is his society tolerant of such aesthetic differences? Does it hinder him in
his quest?

Here I must make a distinction between realism and
cliché. What if you create a ten-year-old boy who never
cleans his room? Is he realistic or clichéd? Here's my test:
Do most real ten-year-old boys resist cleaning their
rooms, or do most keep them clean? I suspect the former.
If so, a ten-year-old boy with this trait is realistic. He

should have some trait that's unusual for his demographic, however, so he doesn't feel to the reader like
a cardboard cutout. If most real ten-year-old boys
live in clean rooms, but a high percentage of fictional
ten-year-old boys are characterized by dirty rooms,
then a ten-year-old boy with a messy room falls into
the realm of cliché.
By contrast, are most sheriffs really corrupt, or are
they just portrayed that way too often? In this case,
the latter is true. This is what makes the crooked
sheriff, the dumb blond, the mad scientist, and numerous other character types clichés.
Apply this test to each of your characters. If you find
a single clichéd trait in an otherwise-original character, one solution is to replace the trait with its opposite. Do what the reader won't expect.
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FORGETTING SECONDARY
CHARACTERS
The waiter, the cab driver, the shoeshine boy, and
other characters who appear fleetingly need not be
fleshed out as completely as your main characters,
but that doesn't mean you should leave them as cardboard cutouts. Give each character at least one interesting trait.
It’s not enough for your characters to be realistic.
Make sure each is both unique and memorable.

Kirt Hickman was a technical writer for fourteen years before
branching into fiction. His methodical approach to self-editing
has helped many make sense of the mass of advice available to the
novice writer. He has contributed a
monthly column titled “Revising Fiction”
to the SouthWest Sage. He has also written Mercury Sun, two children’s books, and
the award-winning writers’ guide, Revising
Fiction: Making Sense of the Madness.

Why does HE get to be Batman?

SouthWest Writers Critique Service
An experienced critiquer, picked from a panel of professional writers and editors, will be matched with your
genre and will critique your manuscript for a reasonable price below the usual market rate.
The SWW Critique Service accepts all genres, including:

 Query letters
 Synopses
 Articles
 Essays
 Nonfiction books
 Book proposals
 Short Stories

 Mainstream/literary fiction
 Genre fiction
 Children’s
 Middle-grade
 Young Adult
 Screenplays/stageplays
 Poetry

Cost
$15 - Poetry of no more than 3 pages
$15 - Query letter of no more than 3 pages
$25 - Synopsis of up to 3 pages
- additional pages are $3.50/page
$35 - Minimum charge for up to 10 double-spaced
manuscript pages
- additional pages are $3.50/page

SWW critiquers follow genre-specific guidelines. But feel free to include specific questions you want answered and
any points you want the critique to focus on (such as point of view, plot structure, etc.). Go to SouthWestWriters.com
for guidelines and information on submitting your manuscript to our critique service.
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Joint Writing Conference September 2019
SouthWest Writers (SWW) and the Military Writers Society of America (MWSA) will co-host a joint writing conference at the Hotel Albuquerque from Thursday September 12 through Sunday September 15 2019.
Program details are still being developed but the concept will be to share the strengths of both organizations
in a series of classes and workshops designed to help writers learn from specialists they would not normally
encounter.
MWSA is a nation-wide association of some 279 authors, poets, and artists, drawn together by the common
bond of military service. Most of its members are active duty military, retirees, or military veterans. A few
are lifelong civilians who have chosen to honor our military through their writings or their art. Others have
only a tangential relationship to the military. MWSA’s only core principle is a love of the men and women
who defend this nation, and a deeply personal understanding of their sacrifice and dedication. You do not
need to have ever served in the armed forces to be a member of MWSA.

SWW brings a wealth of expertise to the conference. This would include memoir, southwest setting, mystery/thriller, poetry, short stories, romance, sci-fi, westerns, non-fiction, fantasy, action, history, humor, etc.
We are devoted to helping both published and unpublished writers improve their craft and further their careers. SWW serves its 329 members and all writers of all skill levels in every fiction and nonfiction genre.
We have been privileged in the past to have the MWSA director of education, Jack Woodville London,
speak and teach classes at SWW. Similarly, members of SWW have spoken and taught classes at MWSA
conferences. Jack London and Joe Badal are members of both organizations and have volunteered their services to develop a program that is sure to be of interest to all. In addition, MWSA will take the lead on
teaching a free day-long writing class at the Raymond G. Murphy VA Medical Center on Thursday, September 12t 2019.

MWSA holds an annual published book contest which will kick off early in 2019. This year, nine SWW
members are finalists and will be awarded medals. Next year’s joint conference will also include an awards
ceremony where MWSA recognizes highly talented authors who have published a book. SWW or any other
writers interested in participating in the annual MWSA contest can do so by applying at http://
www.mwsadispatches.com/ after the first of the year.
Anyone with specific recommendations for the program are welcome to contact the Conference Coordinator,
Jim Tritten, at jimtritten@comcast.net. SWW will be the home team host to perhaps some 40-50 out-of-town
authors from all parts of the United States. Most of them will have never been to Albuquerque and will need
some-hand holding on the amount of green chile to put on their food. Of course, Jim welcomes hearing from
anyone interested in helping at any level.
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The Hierarchy
By Beverly Ann Allen

Beating paths
to frenzied destinations,
I cross splendidly white-washed walkways of crow,
incriminating evidence of a former presence
Leafless trees of autumn with specifically arranged clusters
of plumed vagrants dappling the summits,
ripe blackberries on the vine,
keepers of the evening sky,
speaking to each other in undeciphered tongue, foreign to my ears

Yet I can hear the unmistakable jestering aimed at fools like me,
toting stuffed backpacks of overpriced documents
and underpaid professional knowledge
They jeer safely,
high atop naked oak castles, directing their ridicule in the
form of acid missiles to their wingless victims below,
scurrying to reach warm lecture halls

But this time, the scavengers miss their targetmy headand I walk past their laughter today
with remnants of psychotic energies
on the soles of my shoes
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Upcoming SWW Meeting Speakers
Saturday, Oct 6 10am-noon
Gerald Hausman
Zen and the Art of Writing

Dear Chaucer,
I’m looking for the right way to write my novel.
Can you tell me what it is?
Signed,
Need 2 Know
Dear Know,
It seems like every time I hear an author speak,
someone asks about the “right way” to write. If you ask
an author this question and they tell you what it is, don’t
listen. In fact, run away!
I say this because there are nearly as many ways to
work at writing as they are writers, and no one of them is
more correct than the other. That doesn’t mean there
aren’t things to learn from other writers; there are. Most
successful authors have found what works for them, and
some elements may work for you.
In the fiction world, we often hear about plotters
(those who plot out their stories before writing) and pantsers (those who write by the seat of their pants). Many of
us, however, use both methods, depending upon the situation. I’m a pantser and start off without an outline. Once I
complete the third chapter, I decide if the story will work
by outlining in a general way. Unfortunately, this has resulted in many abandoned three-chapter pieces of writing.
Still, the method has served me well.
There are many writing tools to discover, and much
to learn from those around us. The truth is, though, no one
else can tell you what will work best for you. Be open;
don’t be afraid to experiment. If you persevere and continue to put words on paper, you’ll find your way.

Tuesday, Oct 16 7pm-9pm
Rose Marie Kern
Cut it Out!
How editing your work makes it better.
Saturday, Nov 3 10am-noon
Laura Mixon
Topic TBD
Tuesday, Nov. 20 7pm-9pm
Patricia Smith Wood
Permission to Write
Saturday, Dec 1 10am-noon
Betty Moffett
Writing Down Family Stories
For more information on these speakers and topics
go to:http://www.southwestwriters.com/events/meetings/

Signed,
Chaucer
Do you have questions about writing or about SWW you’d
like to ask Chaucer? Send them to swwsage@swcp.com
with the subject line: ASK CHAUCER before the 20th of the
month for the next month’s Sage.
NOTE: Questions should be restricted to one paragraph and
one topic.
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A VERY BEARY SUMMER
By Evelyn Neil
When Sophie, our tri-colored cat, came to bed
around five wanting to snuggle on Sunday morning, I
gave in to the perfect excuse to sleep in. Through the
open deck door, the soft dewy breeze filled the room
with scents of pine and chamisa. Don’s oxygen concentrator pumped with a steady beat, while Halle,
our young grey and apricot cat, stretched out and
slept soundly at his feet. I settled in for a few extra
winks.
At six-thirty, nature called loud and strong. I
could linger no longer. The luxurious stolen moments of slumber were over. Sophie protested and
attempted to bite my arm when I moved her aside to
get out of bed. After attending to duty, I dressed and
put on my walking shoes for a long leisurely walk in
the foothills under the cloudy sky left over from last
evening’s rain.
As I washed my face and combed my hair, I
heard Don turn off the concentrator and go into his
bathroom. This time of year during his frequent trips
to the bathroom in the course of the night, he made it
a habit to check out the window for nocturnal visitors. He said he wanted to photograph a bear up
close. Before heading downstairs, I stopped at his
bathroom door.
“Good morning, sweetheart. Any bears last
night?” I looked out the second-story window down
to my rose and wild flower garden to gloat over my
dead-heading and weed pulling accomplishments of
the evening before. I was so busy admiring the pinks
and reds of the roses and the yellows and oranges of
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the daisies and chocolate flowers that I failed to
check the raspberry and blackberry patches close to
the house.
Sophie and Halle stood at the door meowing
and urging me to the kitchen. Once downstairs, I
gave them each a vitamin which they bolted down.
Must taste like tuna. As I divided a can of Fussie
Cat salmon between two saucers, I surveyed the
fish ponds from the kitchen window checking for
unwelcome overnight visitors. The raccoon, who
visited last week, had tipped over the ornamental
cranes, made a mess of my lilies and ate the lone
gold fish living in the shallow pond. Thankfully, he
hadn’t invaded the deep pond, home to the eighteen
-year old Grandpa Don Koi and six ornamental fantailed gold fish.
While the cats ate, I gathered the newspapers
and junk mail from the day before to take to the recycle bin, the one with the green lid outside the
kitchen door. The monsoon rains over the past few
days had swelled the antique wood kitchen door to
such an extent I had to tug on the porcelain knob
with both hands. The door gave to with such a
cracking and scraping I thought I’d ripped something loose. I picked up the recycle items and unlatched the screen door. Before stepping out, I
looked down below the threshold for snakes, a bull
snake or maybe a rattler, who might be lying there
to soak up the warmth emitted from the walls of the
adobe house.
. Large pieces of tree bark were strewn on the
lawn below the forty-foot Ponderosa pine not ten
feet from the door. None of that was there last
evening when I came in from working in the rose
garden. My eyes followed the bark chips to the base
of the tree and up the trunk to rest on a large fuzzy
black bear hanging in the branches at least fifteen
feet above me. His speedy climb up the tree had left
him panting and wheezing. With shiny black eyes,
he warily watched my speedy retreat into the kitchen. The recycle could wait.
I closed and latched the screen door and then
closed and threw the dead bolt on the wood door. In
a state of euphoria, I dashed up the stairs to where
Don had finished dressing and was combing his
hair.
“Want to see a bear?”
“Sure. Where?”

“In the Ponderosa outside the living room slider.”
“I’ll get my camera.” Out the east patio door
and around to the north corner of the house Don
crept to get a clear shot of the black bruin in the
tree. Not wanting to be left out of the action, I followed close behind. Being so close to a scared bear
looking down on him, Don couldn’t hold the Canon steady enough to get a good shot. At this point
the traumatized animal trembled and wheezed not
so much as a result of his hasty climb, but also
from the stress of being watched and photographed. All of a sudden the bear growled and
shifted from one branch to another high above our
heads. That was it, we both took off like a couple
of spooked rabbits and collided getting through the
sliding door and into the safety of the house.
Don settled into the red and tan upholstered
chair to watch our visitor through the window but,
I was still in the mood for a walk on this beautiful
morning. I collected my cell phone and glasses and
hesitated near where Don was trying to photograph
the bear through the safety of the living room glass
door.
At the same time as I approached the window
and looked up into the tree, the frightened animal
let loose. Down it splattered, bear poop and pee, all
over the sliding door glass, screen and side of the
house. Don laughed when I instinctively jumped
back and then crept forward to survey the mess.
“Lucky for us Mark cancelled last week and
rescheduled to wash the windows tomorrow.”
“What a mess.” Don chuckled as he stood and
laid the camera on the coffee table. “Looks like we
scared the crap out of Smokey.”

SWW Website Notes
Some of the benefits of being an SWW member I
nclude the ability to have your own author page on
the site, announcements about your awards and
achievements, a book cover photo on the front page
carousel and a link to your webpage.
Over the next month or so the webmasters will be
updating the SouthWest Writers website, we will be
removing any information linked to authors who
have not renewed their membership. Since we are
basing this process on the membership rolls at the
office, there is always the possibility of errors
occurring. We will make an attempt to contact
those who seem to be out of compliance. If you find
that your information has been removed in error
please contact Rose at swwsage@swcp.com
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A New Home for SWW Meetings!
Due to changes in policy at New Life Presbyterian Church, the SWW Board decided to conduct a
search for a new home for our monthly meetings.
Board member, Sam Moorman, discovered a
wonderful location that is centrally located, affordable and big enough to hold us all
The Albuquerque Center for Spiritual Living
(ACSL) is located on Louisiana just north of
Menaul. The Center has multiple meeting spaces
available for our use. And the Center’s administrator expressed enthusiasm about providing
space for our SouthWest Writers.meetings .
The Labyrinth Room (pictured left) can easily
seat up to 200. Adjacent to this area are large restrooms and a kitchenette .
The main building houses a cozy meeting space
with a fireplace which can accommodate 50 people—this may be the room we use for the 3rd
Tuesday meetings.

Street View from Menaul

Top Left—Labyrinth Room
Center—Street view—exterior from Louisiana
Bottom Right—Smaller Meeting Room
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If you look at the satellite picture below you can
see ACSL has two buildings. The smaller one on
the left contains the large Labyrinth Room .
The larger building on the right houses the smaller
meeting room as well as the main sanctuary and
other offices. The Handicapped parking area is
next to a ramp into the large building,.
The main entrance to both buildings is between
the two with covered walkways leading in from
the parking lots.
SWW will begin meeting in this facility on Saturday, November 3rd at 10am.

Main Entrance

Handicapped Parking

Claremont Avenue
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Meet the Authors
Meet the Authors is updated monthly on the SWW website. Inter viewer KL Wagoner has pr ovided a
glimpse into the current online articles below.

An Interview with Author Gail Hamlin

An Interview with Author Don Morgan

by KL Wagoner

by KL Wagoner

Gail Hamlin is a poet as well as a nonfiction author,
associate publisher, and editor of over 30 reference
books pertaining to Native Americans and United States
history. A journey of love and faith produced her newest
book, Prophetic Utterances: The Cry of His Heart
(Volume 1, 2018). You’ll find Gail on her website at
Gail-Hamlin.com and on Facebook and Instagram.
What is your elevator pitch for Prophetic Utterances?
My book Prophetic Utterances: The Cry of His Heart
reveals the heart of God, and it shows His immense love
for His children. He says, “My sheep hear My voice,”
and through these prophetic utterances, He is speaking
to His children. He speaks not only of His love, but He
warns them to prepare themselves for what’s ahead.
These prophetic utterances are a foretelling of events to
come.
When readers turn the last page, what do you hope
they’ll take away from it?
I want them to know just how much they are loved, and
that Jesus’ coming is nearer than they think.
What was the most rewarding aspect of writing the
book?

It was hearing the still, small
voice of God and interacting
with Him. I appreciate that He
trusted me enough to share
some of His heart, words,
mysteries, and secrets with
me. It was an experience that
cannot be fully understood
with the natural mind.
To read the rest of Gail’s interview, click here.
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Don Morgan is a versatile author of 13 published novels written in different genres under the separate
names of Donald T. Morgan, Don Travis, and Mark
Wildyr. As Don Travis, he’s released four mysteries
through Dreamspinner Press, with a fifth scheduled for
publication in 2019. His newest book, The Lovely Pines
(August 2018), is the fourth volume in his BJ Vinson
Mystery series that follows a private investigator and
his partner as they solve crimes across the Land of Enchantment. You’ll find Don on his website at DonTravis.com and on Facebook and Twitter.
What is your elevator pitch for The Lovely Pines?
When Ariel Gonda’s winery, The Lovely Pines, suffers
a break-in, the police write the incident off as a prank
since nothing was taken. But Ariel knows something is wrong—
small clues are beginning to add
up—and he turns to private investigator BJ Vinson for help. When
a vineyard worker is killed, there
are plenty of suspects to go
around. But are the two crimes
related? As BJ and his significant
other,
Paul Barton, follow the
Main
Entrance
trail from the central New Mexico wine country south to Las
Cruces and Carlsbad, they discover a tangled web involving members of the US military, a mistaken identity, a family fortune in dispute, and even a secret baby.
The body count is rising, and a child may be in danger.
BJ will need all his skills to survive, because between a
deadly sniper and sabotage, someone is determined to
Ha
make sure this case goes unsolved.
What unique challenges did this work pose for you?
I know nothing about the wine industry. Heck, I don’t
even drink it, except for an occasional glass of red with
a good bleu
cheese salad, but wine making needed to
Claremont
Avenue

be at the center of the novel. Why? Because my books
feature New Mexico as a continuing character. Each book
showcases a different part of this beautiful state. And because I wanted a pivotal character to be Ariel Gonda, the
book had to revolve around wine. Why Ariel Gonda?
Simple, I liked his name when he showed up (by reference only) as the treasurer of the Alfano Vineyards in The
Bisti Business, the second book in the series. Simpleminded, I know, but there you are. I also wanted to concentrate on the Albuquerque/Bernalillo/Placitas area of
the state, and that’s wine country. Ergo… I’m trapped
into writing about wine. Ariel and his wife and nephew
are Swiss nationals, which lent a bit of uncertainty between the European concept of primogeniture and our
own hereditary laws and customs.

Are You Taking Full Advantage of your

SWW Membership?

SWW sponsors four types of ongoing educational
experiences:
1.
2.

3.

4.

To read the rest of Don’s interview, click here.

Every meeting has prominent SPEAKERS who offer our
members new insights into the art of writing at no charge.
WORKSHOPS are one-time events which take place after
the Saturday meetings. These offer more extensive
presentations and/or hands on experiences.
CLASSES take place at the SWW office and offer indepth information useful for authors who are serious about
getting published.
CONFERENCES are held twice a year and bring in big
name writers, artists, screenwriters, and sometimes publishers or agents.

*****
KL Wagoner (wr iting as Cate
Macabe) is the author of This
New Mountain: a memoir of AJ
Jackson, private investigator,
repossessor, and grandmother.
Kathy has a new speculative fiction blog at klwagoner.com and
writes about memoir at ThisNewMountain.com.

Place Your Ad Here
Advertise your writing-related
products and services.

Main En-

Business Card Size only $20.00
1/4 page, vertical: $40 - 1/3 page, horizontal: $50
15% discount for 3 months/20% discount for 6 months

Trick or Treat!
HandiAnnual Membership in
SouthWest Writers
Individual: $80 as of Jan 1, 2018
Student: $25

Requires proof of student status
Outside U.S.: $75,
Lifetime Membership: $750

Claremont Avenue
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NON-SWW Event

2 hour Workshop Prices:
Saturdays after the meetings
$20 SWW Members
$25 Osher Members w/Card
$30 Non-Members

Critique Group—Santa Fe
We are looking for new members for our
children's and YA critique group. We are a
group of serious writers, both published and
unpublished and are located in Santa Fe. I
taught in the MFA program in writing for
Children and Young Adults at Vermont College of Fine Arts. Contact: Mark Karlins at
karlinsmark@gmail.com

STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS
SouthWest Writers is offering one-year
scholarship memberships in our organization
to high school and full time college students.
To be eligible, an applicant must be enrolled
in high school or college. If you know someone with the interest and desire to pursue a
writing career or if you wish to apply yourself, contact the SWW office at
swwriters@juno.com.

SouthWest Writers Volunteer Opportunity

Lights! Camera! Action!
SWW needs a person to video tape the speakers during our meetings, then upload the videos
to our YouTube page. This fun task brings
SWW into the public eye and allows members an
avenue for intercommunication.
We also need someone to help with the SWW
website. Rose and Kathy do a lot, but we need help
keeping up with it and with the Sage Newsletter! If
interested in any of these things please contact Rose
Kern or Kim Rose.
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Current SWW Financial Reports for 2018 as of September 30, 2018
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SouthWest Writers
Monthly Meetings

are held at
New Life Presbyterian Church
5540 Eubank NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111
For more information, call the SWW office at
505-830-6034.
To register for classes and workshops: sign up
at SWW meetings or register online at
www.southwestwriters.com

2018 SouthWest Writers Board of Directors
President Sarah H. Baker,
Vice President Rob Spiegel,
Treasurer Kent Langsteiner
Secretary Kimberly Rose
Sage Editor Rose Marie Kern
Facility Coordinator Sam Moorman

Member meetings are held on the 1st Saturday of
the month from 10am to noon, and on the 3rd Tuesday of the month from 7 to 9pm. There are nearly
350 members, all of whom are encouraged to come
together in celebration of the art of writing. At each
meeting, many members announce their recent successes and have an opportunity to network with
other writers. Most meetings feature prominent
speakers who bring their expertise in the arts of
writing, publication, editing, and many other topics
of interest to those in the profession.
Frequently after the Saturday meeting, an additional workshop session is held to provide members
with training in a variety of areas.

Publicity Su-Ellen Lierz
Donald DeNoon
Dollie Williams
Jim Tritten
Joanne Bodin
Office Manager, Larry Greenly
Contact board members through the
SWW Office email at swwriters@juno.com

SWW Office:
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110
phone: (505) 830-6034
e-mail: SWWriters@juno.com
website: www.southwestwriters.com
Articles and stories are copyrighted by the author,
sending them to the Sage implies the Sage has permission to print. Facts, views and opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints or opinions of the
SouthWest Writers organization. SWW does not
necessarily endorse the advertisers.

Do You Have a Published Book?
The SouthWest Writers Website scrolls member book covers across the Homepage. If
you’d like us to add yours to the group, feel free to send it to swwsage@swcp.com. No
more than one book cover per author. Can be updated as your next book comes out.
Send a small picture file .jpg no more than 140dpi. The book covers will be a bit larger
than icon sized. Webmaster reserves the right to edit to fit.
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